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ABSTRACT
Many new melodic instruments use a touch sensitive sur-
face with notes arranged in a two-dimensional grid. Most
of these arrange notes in chromatic half-steps along the hor-
izontal axis and in intervals of 4ths along the vertical axis.
Although many alternatives exist, this arrangement, which
resembles that of a bass guitar, is quickly becoming the de
facto standard. In this study we present experimental ev-
idence that grid based instruments are significantly easier
to play when we tune adjacent rows in Major 3rds rather
than 4ths. We have developed a grid-based instrument as
an iPad app that has sold 8,000 units since 2012. To test our
proposed alternative tuning, we taught a group twenty new
users to play basic chords on our app, using both the stan-
dard tuning and our proposed alternative. Our results show
that the Major 3rds tuning is much easier to learn, even for
users that have previous experience playing guitar.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to compare between two dif-
ferent tuning systems for electronic instruments that use a
grid arrangement of notes on a touch-sensitive surface. Mu-
sicians using these instruments number in the thousands
already and our own sales figures indicate that they nearly
double each year. Since the cost of hardware instruments
is high, most of the current 2D grid users are playing on
iPad apps, many of which have only the 4ths tuning. It’s
important to establish appropriate and intelligently consid-
ered standards now because it will become increasingly dif-
ficult to make changes as the number of users and product
manufacturers grows larger.
The main contribution of this paper is an experimen-

tal result indicating that switching a grid instrument

from the popular 4ths tuning to the less well-known
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Major 3rds tuning makes it much easier for the new

users to learn to play it . In the remaining portion of
the introduction we will briefly describe some of the related
commercially available instruments. In Section 2, we dis-
cuss the origins of the Major 3rds tuning and explains why
it is uniquely suited for use on touch-sensitive surfaces. In
Section 3, we summarise some key points about the imple-
mentation of our own instrument. In Section 4, we outline
our experimental procedure and analyse the results. Fi-
nally, we suggest future work related to the study of note
arrangements and of iPad virtual instruments in general.

1.1 Grid vs. Keyboard
Several companies are producing electronic instruments that
o↵er touch force sensitivity in addition to continuous control
over pitch. The Haken Continuum Fingerboard [7] and the
Roli Seaboard [5] arrange notes in a single row like a piano
keyboard. Roger Linn1 asserts that the non-uniform spac-
ing of black and white keys on a piano makes sliding between
notes di�cult because the length of a slide depends not only
on the musical interval between the notes but also on the
position of the keys. This complicates instrument design as
well as musical performance and it is the main reason why
we prefer a two-dimensional grid design for playing music
touch-sensitive surfaces.
The 2D grid layout is especially well suited to the iPad.

The iPad screen is large enough to contain a 9 ⇥ 9 grid
whose 81 individual notes are all larger than the average
user’s fingerprint, but not long enough to display two oc-
taves of tiny-sized piano keys. Although many iPad apps
have piano keyboards on the screen, these are di�cult to
play and rarely used in musical performance except as a
novelty. They are included in the app mainly to give users a
way of testing the sound before connecting an external key-
board as a MIDI controller. However, many users actually
prefer grid layout apps over external MIDI keyboards be-
cause they o↵er continuous control over the pitch, enabling
them to more closely imitate the playing style of guitars and
other acoustic instruments.

1.2 Two-dimensional Grid Instruments
Accordions and their relatives have used grid layouts for
centuries. The piano accordion uses a piano keyboard on
the right side and a harmonic layout keypad on the left.
By harmonic layout we mean an arrangement that tunes
adjacent keys in relatively large musical intervals of 3rds,
4ths, or 5ths rather than scale sized intervals of half and
whole steps. Typically, a harmonic layout staggers adjacent
rows of buttons so that it looks like a honeycomb (Figure
1)2.

1
http://www.rogerlinndesign.com/linnstrument.html

2Presented previously at http://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Stradella_bass_system#mediaviewer/File:
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Figure 1: Honeycomb structure of harmonic layout

Figure 2: Chromatic layout with adjacent rows in
4ths.

Perhaps because guitars are currently much more pop-
ular than accordions3, the most popular new instruments
arrange each row of notes in a chromatic or diatonic scale
rather than using a harmonic layout. When rows of notes
are arranged in a chromatic scale, the layout resembles that
of a stringed instrument (Figure 2). Recent electronic in-
struments using touch-sensitive 2D grid keypads include
Roger Linn’s Linnstrument and Madrona Labs Soundplane,
a commercial product based on the design presented by
Jones et al. [8].

1.3 iPad Grid Instruments
Most of the dedicated hardware instruments mentioned abo-
ve are manufactured in limited numbers. Due to the lim-
ited numbers and high cost of hardware, the vast majority
of users actually performing and recording on 2D grid in-
struments are playing virtual instruments on the iPad. The
first of them to appear on the iOS app store was Mugician4,
from developer Rob Fielding. The same developer went on
to collaborate with Jordan Ruddess of Dream Theatre and
Wizdom Music to produce another grid based synth app
called Geo Synthesizer5, which included an innovative au-
tomatic octave jumping feature that made it easy to play
fast arpeggios over several octaves. Fielding went on to de-
velop a 3rd grid-based MIDI controller app called Cantor6,
which was unique because it implemented touch force sens-
ing based on the area of contact between the finger and the
screen. Cantor was later removed from the app store by
Apple because it used an undocumented feature of the iOS
API to determine the touch area. All of Fielding’s apps
are tuned in 4ths (Figure 2), although Cantor had some
additional options for alternative scales.

96_button_Stradella_bass_upload_(physical).jpg

3The 2014 NAMM Global Report https://www.namm.org/
files/ihdp-viewer/global-report-2014/#?page=36

4
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mugician/

id372548716?mt=8

5
http://www.wizdommusic.com/products/geo_

synthesizer.html

6
http://rfieldin.appspot.com

2. DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Major 3rds tuning is a regular, chromatic tuning that has
been independently discovered by several people but never
widely accepted by guitarists. Specifically, it refers to a
tuning system where the lowest-pitched string is tuned to
any note at all and each consecutive string going up in pitch
is tuned a major 3rd above the preceding string. It appears
occasionally in writings on eclectic aspects of music theory
[6], but is more commonly attributed to jazz guitarist Ralph
Patt, who is the first well known professional guitarist to use
the Major 3rds as his standard tuning for recordings and live
performances. About his tuning, Patt says, ”It makes the
hard things easy and the easy things hard.” [9]
To understand this enigmatic statement, one needs only

to tune a guitar in Major 3rds and work out the fingerings
for a few basic chords. Those chords that are found in the
first pages of any beginning guitar textbook become slightly
more di�cult because less of their notes fall on open strings.
However, since Major 3rds is a regular tuning, basic chord
and scale forms translate more easily around the fretboard,
making it easier to master a wide variety of chords. This
advantage is not unique to Major 3rds tuning, however. One
finds the same thing when playing an extended range bass
guitar or a Chapman stick [3], where adjacent strings are
tuned in 4ths.
Although Patt and other proponents of the Major 3rds

tuning for guitars make a convincing argument, their ideas
remain unknown even to many professional guitarists. For
a musician who has already mastered the guitar fingerboard
in EADGBE tuning, the idea of learning a new tuning in
unattractive, even if that new tuning is easier to learn.

2.1 Why is Major 3rds tuning good for iPad?
The principle complaint of guitarists who use Major 3rds
tuning is that they cannot play chords on all six strings at
the same time. In EADGBE tuning, the most frequently
used major and minor chords have notes arranged in a way
that allows a single finger to hold down two or more strings.
This permits a guitarist to hold down all six strings simul-
taneously using only four free fingers. In Major 3rds tuning,
the standard Major and minor chords do not have so many
adjacent notes on the same fret so we cannot hold down all
six strings with four fingers.
On touch sensitive surfaces like the ones on iOS device

screens, the touch coordinates are registered only at the
centre of the area of contact between the finger and the
surface, regardless of how large the area of contact actually
is. Therefore, on an iPad, there is no way to hold two notes
with one finger, even if the tuning would otherwise make it
convenient to do so. Because of this, the most troublesome
aspect of using Major 3rds tuning on guitars is not a relevant
complaint for touch-screen interfaces.
The second, even more significant argument against the

use of Major 3rds tuning on guitars is the time required
to re-learn the fingerings. Most of the musicians currently
using touch-sensitive 2D grid instruments are tuning them
in 4ths with the assumption that similarity to the note lay-
out on guitars and basses makes 4ths easier for guitarists
to learn. However, most iPad grid players have to re-learn
the fingerings even when they use EADGBE tuning becuase
they play right handed or hold notes with both hands si-
multaneously.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
We have four 2D-grid based instruments on the iOS app
store: iFretless Bass, iFretless Guitar, iFretless Brass, and
iFretless Sax. We refer to them collectively as the iFretless
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Figure 3: iFretless Bass in Major 3rds tuning.

apps. These apps have several chromatic tunings includ-
ing the 4ths tuning (Figure 2). Other tunings include Ma-
jor 3rds, Guitar tuning, Fifths tuning (violin), and Tritone
tuning. All except guitar tuning are regular tunings.
The app uses the entire screen as a playing surface (Fig-

ure 3). All buttons and controls are hidden on a menu that
slides o↵ to the side of the screen. In order to make the
appearance familiar to strings players, an image of a guitar
string marks the centre of each row of notes. Despite the
narrow width of the string, the app accepts touches any-
where on the screen. Touches that fall between strings are
interpreted as if they had landed on the nearest string. Un-
like some other virtual guitar apps, iFretless apps require
only a single touch to produce a note, rather than a simul-
taneous action of the left hand pressing the string and right
hand plucking. In that respect, the instrument plays more
like a Chapman Stick [1] than a guitar.

4. EXPERIMENT
In order to test our hypothesis that it is easier to play chords
on grids using Major 3rds tuning than on those tuned in
4ths, we assembled a group of twenty people who had never
before used a 2D grid instrument. Some of them had ex-
perience playing guitar and others did not. We gave each
test subject a short lesson on how to play major and minor
chords in each of the two tunings. The content of the lesson
on Major 3rds tuning was identical to the content of the
lesson on 4ths tuning, except for the actual chord finger-
ings. To half of the students, we taught Major 3rds tuning
first before teaching 4ths tuning. To the other students we
did the lessons in the reverse order. After each lesson we
allowed the students to practice for five minutes and then
we gave them a simple proficiency test.

4.1 Characteristics of Test Subjects
All twenty test subjects were university students between
the ages of 20 and 26. In the group were 8 guitarists, 6
musicians without guitar experience and 6 non-musicians.
The guitarists had an average of about two years experience
on their instrument. Non-guitar playing musicians had an
average of 5 years experience. In the group were nine female
and eleven male students.

4.2 Experimental Procedure
Before starting the experiment, we prepared two iPads with
identical versions of the app iFretless Bass installed. One of
the iPads was tuned in Major 3rds and the other in 4ths. We

Table 1: Basic chord shapes
D Maj D min

4ths

3rds

prepared two ten-minute slide-show presentations instruct-
ing students how to form basic major and minor triads in
each of the two tunings. The two presentations are identical
in length and content except for the actual fingerings of the
chords. To start, we selected one of the two presentations at
random and provided the test subject with an iPad tuned in
the tuning corresponding to the selected presentation. For
each chord form, we displayed a chord diagram on the screen
and asked the participant to play the chord on the iPad. Af-
ter the participant played the chord correctly on the iPad,
we asked him or her to transpose the same chord fingering
to other locations on the screen to play other chords. For
example, we displayed a diagram of the fingering for C Ma-
jor and asked participants to find D Major, G Major, and F
Major. Due to the regularity of both of the tunings in the
experiment, even students without music experience were
able to do the transpositions correctly after a few minutes
of practice.
The chords (Table 1) are triads with the 3rd transposed

into the upper octave. We use these as the standard voic-
ing for Major and minor chords because they sound better
than the canonical 1, 3, 5 triad and because they place the
hands in a more comfortable position. Although the 1, 3, 5
arrangement of triads is simple to explain in terms of mu-
sic theory, most commonly used guitar chord fingerings also
avoid playing the 3rd of the chord on the lower three strings,
presumably also for aesthetic reasons.
It’s worthwhile to note here that the idea of moving chord

shapes around the fingerboard is familiar to guitarists but
due to the di�culty of squeezing the fingers into the nar-
row spaces between strings, guitar novices do not master
this concept until after many months of practice. It’s only
because the iPad grid layout has more comfortable spacing
between each note that novices can to learn to transpose a
chord fingering around the screen in just a few minutes.
After about five minutes practice transposing both Ma-

jor and minor chord fingerings into arbitrary chords, we
presented the student with a sheet of paper on which a se-
quence of four chords was written. We asked the participant
to play each of the four chords in the order they appeared
on the sheet at the fastest pace they could manage without
making errors. When this exercise was complete, we showed
the participant a second sheet with a di↵erent progression
of four chords. With the second set of chords, we timed
them to measure how quickly they could find the correct
fingerings.
On completion of this entire process of learning, practis-
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Table 2: Average time to complete the exercise,
measured in seconds. P-values show the probability
of observing this much or greater di↵erence, given
the null hypothesis that Major 3rds tuning is not
faster than 4ths.

Major
3rds 4ths di↵erence p-value

all
12.3 19.0 55% 0.00001

participants

guitarists 13.3 16.9 27% 0.001

other
13.2 20.0 52% 0.050

instrumentalists
non-

10.2 15.8 56% 0.021
musicians

ing, and timing, we switched to the iPad with the other
tuning and repeated the process a second time. We were
concerned that participants’ performance times might be
influenced by the order in which they learned and tested
the two tunings so we reversed the order for half of the par-
ticipants. However, results showed the order in which we
performed the experiments had little or no e↵ect on the test
subjects’ performance.

4.3 Results and Analysis
The results are overwhelmingly in favour of tuning in Major
3rds. On average, the test subjects were 55% slower when
using 4ths tuning. Even more surprisingly, not even one
test subject was able to complete the exercise faster in 4ths
tuning.
The overall result (Table 2) shows that 4ths tuning is

slower than Major 3rds. Guitarists performed close to av-
erage on Major 3rds tuning but faster than average on 4ths
tuning. This may indicate that previous experience with
4ths tuning helped them play in that tuning more fluently.
However, we doubt that familiarity with the tuning had any
a↵ect on the results because the chord fingerings we used
(Table 1), would not be familiar to novice or intermediate
level guitarists. We believe that chords in 4ths tuning are
inherently more di�cult to play because of the uncomfort-
able hand positions required to play them. The advantage
of previous guitar experience is not that guitarists are fa-
miliar with a particular tuning system but that they have
developed the ability to manoeuvre their fingers quickly and
accurately in an uncomfortable hand position.
We used paired di↵erence t-tests to evaluate the probabil-

ity of observing this amount of di↵erence between the two
tuning systems under the null hypothesis that the di↵er-
ences are due to noise in the measurements. The p-values
from these tests, shown in the last column of table 2, show
strong indication that the tuning actually does a↵ect the
performance time.
It is interesting to note that non musicians performed

better than musicians and that guitarists performed worse
than non-guitar-playing musicians. Many of the musicians
held the chords slightly longer, apparently listening to en-
sure that they were playing them correctly. Non-musicians,
however, simply placed their hands on the screen according
to the diagrams we gave them. Since used paired samples,
one pair from each participant, when we computed the p-
values for hypothesis testing, this issue does not detrimen-
tally a↵ect our experiment.
There are a few notable issues which may weaken the

validity of our results. First, the group of test subjects in-
cluded beginner and intermediate level guitarists but no test

subject was an advanced level guitar player. The second no-
table weakness is the musical content of the study. We chose
to measure performance speed on playing chords because,
for beginners, the lag time in switching between chords is a
reliable indication of proficiency while the ability to play a
scale or melody quickly may less relevant.

5. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
In this study we considered only two tunings. However,
iFretless apps actually have five di↵erent tuning options and
the app Musix has more than thirty di↵erent tunings. We
selected Major 3rds and 4ths because we feel that those are
the two most versatile and useful in the sense that they are
comfortable for both chords and melodic playing. However,
it may be beneficial to study other tunings and arrange-
ments.
We limited the current study to playing major and minor

chords. It may be useful to see how new users perform on
other musical tasks and also to see how more advanced users
perform on various tunings and layouts.
We hope that the reader is convinced that for non-guita-

rists playing on grid instruments, Major 3rds tuning is more
appropriate than 4ths tuning. However, we doubt that this
result will persuade advanced level guitar players to use the
Major 3rds tuning because they have already invested so
much time into learning the EADGBE tuning. Instead, we
wish to bring the information in this article to the atten-
tion of other designers of grid based musical instruments,
encouraging them to include the Major 3rds tuning as an
option if they do not already support it and to promote it
to beginning level users as an easier way to get started.
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